Faces and bodies are arguably the visual stimuli most relevant for human social 20 interactions. Only recently, however, has research begun to reveal the interaction 21 between face and body perception. Here we report on a recent study by Ghuman 22 and colleagues (2010) 
Main text 29
Imagine sitting in a café at a lively city square and observing the people around you: 30
With a single glance you effortlessly determine if you know the person you are 31 looking at, if it is a man or a woman and what mood he or she is in. Most of that 32 information is gathered from looking at the face. However, information we gain by 33 observing other people's bodies is also of great social interest. As for the face, the 34 body provides hints about a person's identity, gender and emotion, although these 35 cues can be more ambiguous than for facial stimuli. Because accurate person 36 recognition is of utmost importance in our social life, many researchers from 37 cognitive science, psychology and neuroscience have focused on studying how face 38 recognition is accomplished. Surprisingly, research on body recognition has only 39 recently attracted attention. While both behavioral and neuroimaging evidence 40
indicates that face and body perception rely on distinct mechanisms, research now 41 has begun to address a fundamentally new question: how do face and body 42 perception interact? As faces and bodies are presented in isolation only in a 43 laboratory setting and are rarely seen separately in real life, it is of great interest to 44 study their interrelationship. In a series of behavioral experiments, Ghuman et al. 45 (2010) did exactly this by exploring the impact of body perception on face 46 perception. 47 Ghuman et al. (2010) made use of the well-documented face adaptation 48 aftereffects (Leopold et al., 2001 ). For the identity-specific face adaptation effect, for 49 example, adaptation to a face that is 100% Jack biases your percept of a face that is a 50 composite of 50% Jack and 50% James towards "seeing" it as "more James-like" 51 4 ( Figure 1A ), Similarly, a prolonged exposure to a male face biases the following 52 percept of a gender-neutral face -50% male and 50% female -towards the female 53 face. This is called the gender-specific face adaptation effect ( Figure 1B adaptation studies: instead of adapting subjects to a specific face, they adapted 56 subjects to a body (without a face), and then assessed their perceptual biases on 57 subsequently presented faces. Thus, they employed cross-category (body-to-face) 58 adaptation to test for the influence of body perception on face perception. 59 Ghuman et al. (2010) first performed a body-to-face identity adaptation 60 experiment: Subjects learned to recognize two individuals -say Jack and James -by 61 their full body (body and face). In the actual adaptation experiment, they were 62 asked to report if a face morphed between these two individuals looked more like 63 Jack or like James. Importantly, before subjects saw the morphed face, they were 64 adapted to either the body of Jack or James. Ghuman addressed the concern that imagery could have played a major role in producing 77 these effects. As the participants were quite familiar with both the respective faces 78 and bodies, perceiving the body might have triggered the mental image of the 79 associated face, which could then have biased the categorization of the morph. 80 However, the authors were able to demonstrate a gender-specific body-to-face 81 adaptation effect indicative of mechanisms other than mental imagery: Gender-82 ambiguous morphs of faces were more likely to be categorized as female when 83 preceded by a (headless) male body ( Figure 1D ). Since the participants had never 84 been exposed to a combination of these faces and bodies before, they could not 85 One could also argue that if the body-to-face aftereffects were attributable to 105 semantic factors, they might also occur if face morphs are preceded by images of 106 gender-specific shoes or other "gendered" items such as purses. Another control 107 experiment proved the opposite: although subjects explicitly declared that they 108 were aware of the gender specificity of these objects, no corresponding aftereffects 109 on the facial gender classification task were detected by Ghuman and colleagues, 110 thereby further supporting the view of a perceptual origin of the effects. 111
Finally, returning to the concern about mental imagery, the authors asked if 112 their findings might have been induced by a putative tendency to additionally 113 imagine a generic face, even if only a body is presented and has not been previously 114 associated with a specific face. In the gender discrimination experiment, for 115 example, participants could automatically imagine a generic female face when 116 viewing a female body, thus biasing their judgment of a subsequent face towards 117 males. To rule out this potential objection, Ghuman et al. devised an additional 118 experiment in which subjects were engaged in a one-back working memory task on 119 the body stimuli. According to self-report of the participants, performing this task7 successfully suppressed mental imagery. However, the subsequent facial gender 121 classification task was again biased. 122
In conclusion, using a unique cross-category adaptation approach and 123 thoroughly ruling out alternative explanations, Ghuman and colleagues were able to 124 reveal an intricate interaction between body and face processing. It should be noted, 125
however, that although the gender-specific body-to-face adaptation effect was very 126 robust, the case is less clear for the identity-specific body-to-face adaptation effect. 127
Face adaptation has been shown to facilitate face recognition (Rhodes et al., 2010) -128 similarly, we might speculate that body-to-face adaptation aids in person 129 recognition. Conclusively proving that this is the case, however, will necessitate 130 further investigation of the identity-specific body-to-face adaptation effect. 131
Further behavioral evidence for a tight coupling between face processing and 132 body processing comes from recent studies investigating the body inversion effect 133 (BIE). The BIE is analogous to the face inversion effect (FIE), which refers to the fact 134 that inverted faces are harder to memorize or discriminate than upright faces. The 135 FIE is considered to be a marker of the "special" nature of face perception as 136 
